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The Maverick Who Ruled Her Heart (Mills Boon Medical) (Heart Of Mississippi, Book 2)
The Maverick Who Ruled Her HeartHarlequin
A Christmas kiss between friends is simple, until it isn’t… Clarissa Chalmers Simmons’ world is in turmoil. After fleeing an abusive marriage and her divorce, all she wants is to heal and create a calm, safe environment for her children. She’s returned to her ancestral home and the comfort of family, which includes a trusted childhood friend,
Roger. She finds him handsome and sweet, but too set in his ways for her taste. With Roger’s encouragement and help, Clarissa takes on a new position in the family business and gains personal satisfaction she’s never known. What she doesn’t plan on is her and Roger’s ‘under the mistletoe ball’ kiss rocking her world. Roger Clarke, is the easygoing estate manager at Hartley Castle and a confirmed bachelor. He has always been there in Clarissa’s background but recently has become her rock-steady confidant. Despite his long-held secret feelings for the flighty, beautiful and willful Clarissa, he has never acted on them. He’s not a suitable match for her. After all he is an employee of his
best friend and her brother, Lord Hartley. Even if given the chance, Roger has no desire to become the rebound guy. Despite that, if he doesn’t act on Clarissa’s passionate reaction to his kiss, he might lose his chance of having the only woman who’s ever stirred his heart.
From boss to bride… ER doc Kiefer Bradford is stunned to find Ashley Marsh is his new boss. And being the only doctor at her medical clinic presents him with a delicious challenge—staying away from the Southern belle whose kiss once set him alight! Ashley is totally out of bounds, but as she returns his kisses with a passion that matches the hot
summer sun, Kiefer soon wonders… Could she be the one woman to unlock his heart and lead him from "I can't" to "I do"?
HOW LUCKY CAN YOU GET? Rust Creek Ramblings You heard it here first: Good ol' boy Brad Crawford left that raucous Fourth of July card game with legal possession of Boyd Sullivan's Leap of Faith Ranch. Never mind that Brad took advantage of an old man under the influence. The handsome and cocky Crawford has always had a "me first"
philosophy. Now we've learned that Boyd's long-absent daughter Margot Sullivan has returned to Rust Creek Falls and is living with Brad at the Leap of Faith! It seems unthinkable that the strong-willed, sassy rodeo rider would allow Brad to take advantage of her. So just what is going on behind those weathered fences? Place your bets, savvy
readers. Could the right woman finally have reformed Brad the cad?
The Maverick
A manifesto for dissident creatives
Rules for Mavericks
Stolen Kisses with Her Boss
Back in Dr. Xenakis' Arms\A Date with Dr. Moustakas\The Brooding Surgeon's Baby Bombshell
Firefighter's Unexpected Fling

When a small-town mom… Falls for a big-city doc… Nurse Lauren Wilson is used to doctors coming and going in her Oklahoma town — and doesn’t expect prestigious Boston doc Paxton Samuels to be any different. Until they’re snowed in together and their sensual tension reaches boiling point! But knowing Paxton is due to leave after the
festive season, can Lauren risk giving him her heart and her little boy a daddy for Christmas? “With detailed prose that sparkles with wit and engaging dialogue that sucks you in, it would be impossible not to lose your heart in Rex and Tiffani’s strong, passionate romance!” Goodreads on Redeeming the Rebel Surgeon “Susan Carlisle
skillfully interweaves the field of medicine with personal matters to create an abundance of compelling situation…. There are a wide range of feelings expressed, and each one is genuine and pulled me even more into the lives of two people who must search deep within themselves for what will make them truly happy.” Goodreads on The
Brooding Surgeon’s Baby Bombshell
Nutritionist Kelsey Davis is ready for a new life led her way! That is until oh-so-sexy Dr Jordon King arrives back in town. Kelsey is falling for Jordon all over again, but after uncovering the truth that links him to their painful past can she still allow him to rule her heart... ?
"A beautiful story of love and acceptance! I loved every moment of it." ~ 5 stars Sebastian Montgomery rose from nothing to become one of the most powerful media moguls in the world. Yet beneath the seemingly perfect façade of his life, the past still haunts him. Because when he lost his parents in his teens, he also lost his faith in love.
When he discovers Charlie Ballard and her incredible metal sculptures, he is awed, inspired—and he can’t help feeling things he swore never to let himself feel again. Soon, Sebastian wants not only Charlie’s art, he wants her as a woman, too. More than he’s ever wanted anything in his life. And what a Maverick wants, he always gets… For
Charlie, Sebastian offers the commission of a lifetime. Creating a magnificent sculpture for his new headquarters is a dream come true, but falling for the spellbinding billionaire isn’t part of the plan...until his luscious kisses entice her into total recklessness. He fascinates and captivates her, and as Charlie learns more about the dark depths of
Sebastian’s past, all she wants is to heal him with her love. But can a man who has grown up thinking love is toxic ever believe that true love is real? An exciting and emotional contemporary romance series from New York Times and USA Today bestselling authors Bella Andre and Jennifer Skully! THE MAVERICK BILLIONAIRES: Breathless In
Love Reckless In Love Fearless In Love Irresistible In Love Wild In Love Captivating In Love ~ More Maverick Billionaires are coming soon! ~ "A beautiful, loving, fun, sexy, romantic story!" "An absolutely marvelous read!" "The chemistry is explosive!" "Loving this series! The Maverick Billionaires are amazing." "What a rush! I loved this
book." "I absolutely LOVE this book! Sebastian is an amazing and gorgeous billionare who wants to love and protect." "Magnificent! The writing is so poignant. The emotions palpable. This book had romance, depth, excitement, strong characters and sizzling chemistry." Bella Andre's New York Times and USA Today bestselling novels have
been #1 bestsellers around the world and she has sold more than 8 million books so far! Known for "sensual, empowered stories enveloped in heady romance" (Publishers Weekly), her books have been Cosmopolitan Magazine "Red Hot Reads" twice and have been translated into ten languages. She also writes "sweet" contemporary
romances as Lucy Kevin. There are more than 50,000 5 star reviews for Bella Andre's books on Goodreads! NY Times and USA Today bestselling Jennifer Skully/Jasmine Haynes is the author of classy romance, hilarious romantic mysteries, and the Max Starr paranormal suspense series. Her books have passion, heart, humor, and happy
endings. Jennifer lives in the Redwoods of Northern California with her husband and their adorable nuisance of a cat, who obviously runs the household.
Harlequin Medical Romance brings you a collection of three new titles, available now! Enjoy these stories packed with pulse-racing romance and heart-racing medical drama. This Harlequin Medical Romance box set includes: BACK IN DR. XENAKIS’ ARMS Hot Greek Docs by Amalie Berlin A scorching kiss reignites their desire! Dare Erianthe
Nikolaides risk giving her heart to sinfully hot Dr. Ares Xenakis again? A DATE WITH DR. MOUSTAKAS Hot Greek Docs by Amy Ruttan To finally give them a second chance, doctor Naomi must reveal their past loss to single dad Dr. Christos Moustakas. THE BROODING SURGEON’S BABY BOMBSHELL by Susan Carlisle After sparks fly with
eternal bachelor Dr. Gabriel Marks, nurse Zoe Avery’s left with a permanent reminder of their night together…
Uncovering The Keys To Lifelong Intimacy
The Brooding Surgeon's Baby Bombshell
Book 1 of the Maverick Space Thrillers
Changing the Rules
Christmas Bride for the Sheikh\Christmas with the Best Man\Navy Doc on Her Christmas List
An Anthology
One night, unexpected consequences…! But can they be a family? After sparks fly with Dr. Gabriel Marks at a conference, nurse Zoe Avery’s left with a permanent reminder of their night together. Knowing Gabe doesn’t want kids, Zoe decides she’ll have the baby alone. Then Gabe moves to the same city just as pregnant
Zoe needs a temporary home. Gabe comes to her rescue, but can they overcome their hurdles and become a family?
From shy Cinderella… To convenient princess! For sensible Dr. Laurel Martin, heading up a new lab for royal doc Sheikh Tariq Al Marktum is the chance to conduct the study of a lifetime. But to protect Laurel from the scandal her presence in his palace will cause, Tariq has his own condition—a paper marriage! Swept
into his desert kingdom, passion overtakes the convenient couple, but can Laurel find her place in Tariq’s world—and his heart? “Adorable, heartwarming and seductive all rolled into one! The characters and story line drew me in from the first page, and kept my attention throughout.” — Goodreads on A Daddy Sent by
Santa “With a unique storyline and likable characters, this book and the author do not disappoint. It’s a tumultuous but satisfying journey…and I wholeheartedly enjoyed the ending.” — Goodreads on The Brooding Surgeon’s Baby Bombshell
Rules for Mavericks: A Manifesto for Dissident Creatives by Phil Beadle is a guidebook to leading a creative life, to being a renaissance dilettante, to infesting your art form with other art forms, to taking a stand against mediocrity, to rejecting bloodless orthodoxies, to embracing your own pretension and, most of
all, to dealing with your failure(s). ‘If you make any stand against power, then power will stand against and on you. And it will do so with centuries of experience and techniques in how to do so effectively: you will be painted as barbaric, dismissed as stupid and insane, be told to know your place. Most of all, you
will be termed maverick.’ This genre-flouting manifesto is written by someone who has achieved and has failed in more than one field. As a Guardian columnist, award-winning teacher, award-winning broadcaster, author, editor, singer, songwriter, producer and public speaker, Phil Beadle knows a bit about leading a life
producing good work across a variety of platforms. In this elegantly written book he glides and riffs around the idea of maverick nature, examines the processes of producing good work in creative fields and broaches the techniques that orthodoxies use to silence dissident voices. It is a ‘how to dream’ book, a ‘how
to create’ book, a ‘how to work’ book and a ‘how to fail productively’ book; it is an examination of the many accusations that any dissident creative will face over a long career stirring things up, a guide to dealing with these with grace and a study in how to make creativity work for you. Rules for Mavericks is for
anyone who wants to live and work more creatively and successfully. Contents include: Introduction: ‘maverick nature’, 1 Rules, 2 Starting off, 3 Failure, 4 Creativity and the process of production, 5 Work, 6 The realm(s) of appearance, 7 Performance, 8 Change, 9 Renaissance dilettantism, 10 Writing (and reading
too), 11 On being reviewed.
Harlequin Medical Romance brings you a collection of three new titles, available now! Enjoy these stories packed with pulse-racing romance and heart-racing medical drama. This Harlequin Medical Romance box set includes: CHRISTMAS BRIDE FOR THE SHEIKH Ruthless Royal Sheikhs—also in this linked duet Captive for the
Sheikh’s Pleasure is available in December from Harlequin Presents by Carol Marinelli He enticed her into one sizzling night… Now notorious sheikh Hazin al-Razim is desperate to claim midwife Flo as his bride! CHRISTMAS WITH THE BEST MAN Christmas in Manhattan by Susan Carlisle Playboy doc Elijah Davenport doesn’t
believe in love, but will the passion he shares with Dr. Helena Tate change his mind? NAVY DOC ON HER CHRISTMAS LIST Christmas in Manhattan by Amy Ruttan Former navy doc Zac Davenport once broke her vulnerable heart, but being snowed in with him has Dr. Ella Lockwood thinking about one more irresistible kiss… Join
HarlequinMyRewards.com to earn FREE books and more. Earn points for all your Harlequin purchases from wherever you shop.
The Maverick Who Ruled Her Heart (Mills & Boon Medical) (Heart of Mississippi, Book 2)
Doctor Who Made Her Love Again
Harlequin Medical Romance February 2019 - Box Set 1 of 2
A Subaltern History
White Wedding for a Southern Belle

An unexpected baby… When successful surgeon Grant Smythe's baby half sister is orphaned, Grant is determined to be there for little Lily—unlike his own father. A convenient proposal… But a challenge for custody means Grant needs a wife, too! New nanny Sara Marcum is the ideal candidate… A wife forever? It might be temporary, but soon warmhearted Sara completes more than
just Grant's family. Can he convince his bride-for-now to become his forever wife?
Could a temporary arrival… Lead to a forever mommy? In this Single Dad Docs story, Maple Island Clinic founder Dr. Cody Brennan is committed to protecting himself and his two little girls from any more heartbreak. But vibrant temp nurse Stacey Ryder challenges him and their emotional connection slips past his defenses. As Stacey’s time at the clinic draws to an end, can Cody
and his daughters convince her she’s the one they’ve been waiting for? Single Dad Docs quartet Book 1 — Tempted by Her Single Dad Boss by Annie O’Neil Book 2 — Resisting Her English Doc by Annie Claydon Book 3 — The Single Dad’s Proposal by Karin Baine Book 4 — Nurse to Forever Mom by Susan Carlisle “Susan Carlisle skillfully interweaves the field of medicine with
personal matters to create an abundance of compelling situation…. There are a wide range of feelings expressed, and each one is genuine and pulled me even more into the lives of two people who must search deep within themselves for what will make them truly happy.” —Goodreads on The Brooding Surgeon’s Baby Bombshell “With detailed prose that sparkles with wit and
engaging dialogue that sucks you in, it would be impossible not to lose your heart in Rex and Tiffani’s strong, passionate romance!” —Goodreads on Redeeming the Rebel Surgeon
THE DOCTOR WHO MADE HER LOVE AGAIN China Davis is happy. She's in control of her own life. Yet when new hot-shot-doc Payton Jenkins arrives her control is seriously tested! Payton left Chicago the moment he recovered from cancer, desperate to live a full life. With beautiful China hiding even from the simplest of pleasures, can Payton show her just how wonderful life
can be...? THE MAVERICK WHO RULED HER HEART Nutritionist Kelsey Davis is ready for a new life led her way! That is until oh-so-sexy Dr Jordon King arrives back in town. Kelsey is falling for Jordon all over again, but after uncovering the truth that links him to their painful past can she still allow him to rule her heart...?
Harlequin® Medical Romance brings you a collection of three new titles, available now! Enjoy these stories packed with pulse-racing romance and heart-racing medical drama. This Harlequin Medical Romance box set includes: WHITE CHRISTMAS FOR THE SINGLE MOM Christmas Miracles in Maternity by Susanne Hampton Will single mom Juliet Turner's chemistry with
Dr. Charlie Warren make this a Christmas to remember? PLAYBOY ON HER CHRISTMAS LIST The London Primary Hospital by Carol Marinelli Snowed in with Holly Jacobs, playboy doc Daniel Chandler wonders if their connection is for life—not just for Christmas… THE DOCTOR'S SLEIGH BELL PROPOSAL by Susan Carlisle Could Ellen Cox's desire for her handsome
boss, Chance Freeman, lead to a very special Christmas proposal? Join HarlequinMyRewards.com to earn FREE books and more. Earn points for all your Harlequin purchases from wherever you shop.
Harlequin Medical Romance July 2016 - Box Set 1 of 2
Maverick Gambit
Harlequin Medical Romance May 2019 - Box Set 2 of 2
Designs on Forever
Under the Kissing Ball
Subversives and Mavericks in the Muslim Mediterranean
Taking a chance on love… China Davis is happy. She is. So what if her family is a mess? She has careful control over her own life! Yet when new hotshot doc Payton Jenkins arrives, that control is suddenly put to the test…. Payton left a successful Chicago practice the moment he
recovered from cancer, desperate to live a full life. But it's soon clear that beautiful Golden Shores nurse China is hiding from even the simplest of pleasures…. Can Payton show China that there's more to life…?
When the best-laid plans… …go up in smoke! In this First Response story, with his impending promotion, hotshot fire captain Ross Lawson has no time for romance. Until stunning paramedic Sally Davis starts work at his station… Even if she wasn’t his best friend’s recently divorced
sister, a workplace romance is out of the question. But their blazing attraction burns bright and deep and soon becomes one fire Ross might not want to put out! The First Response Duet Book 1 – Firefighter’s Unexpected Fling Book 2 – Pregnant with the Paramedic’s Baby ““I absolutely
love Ms. Carlisle’s writing style. It’s sublime and every book I’ve read by her has been captivating, fast-paced, filled with wonderful characters that have kept me entertained from start to finish.... Really, right from the beginning of this story I was completely hooked....” —Harlequin
Junkie on The Sheikh Doc’s Marriage Bargain “Emotional, well-written and a joy to read, the author gives the reader a front row seat as the heartwarming, slow-burning romance unfolds. I was swept up in the high-octane drama and devoured every word! Overall, the story was cute and
romantic with plenty good times to keep me hooked.” —Goodreads on Nurse to Forever Mom
Harlequin Medical Romance brings you a collection of three new titles, available now! Enjoy these stories packed with pulse-racing romance and heart-racing medical drama. This Harlequin Medical Romance box set includes: HIGHLAND DOC’S CHRISTMAS RESCUE Pups that Make Miracles
by Susan Carlisle Could a festive fling with Heatherglen clinic manager Dr. Lyle Sinclair help injured and heartbroken rescue worker Cass Bellow recover her lust for life? FESTIVE FLING WITH THE SINGLE DAD Pups that Make Miracles by Annie Claydon Physiotherapist Flora’s helping new
neighbor and Heatherglen’s new vet Aksel connect with his recently discovered daughter. Only it’s their connection that’s irresistible… SECOND CHANCE WITH THE SURGEON by Robin Gianna When Jillian Keyser breaks her wrist, leading orthopedic surgeon Conor McCarthy’s her only
option. Problem is…he’s her ex-husband!
The Doctor Who Made Her Love Again Taking a chance on love... China Davis is happy. She is. So what if her family is a mess? She has careful control over her own life! Yet when new hot-shot-doc, Payton Jenkins arrives, that control is suddenly put to the test... Payton left a successful
Chicago practice the moment he recovered from cancer, desperate to live a full life. But it's soon clear that beautiful Golden Shores nurse, China, is hiding from even the simplest of pleasures... Can Payton show China that there's more to life...? The Maverick Who Ruled Her Heart When
trouble comes knocking... Nutritionist Kelsey Davis has a plan. Leaving Golden Shores--and her past--firmly behind her, she is ready for a new job, a fresh start and a life led her way! That is, until Dr Jordan King arrives back in town. He doesn't remember her, and worse, he's even more
deliciously sexy than ever! Kelsey is falling for Jordan all over again, but once she uncovers the truth that links Jordan to their painful past, can she still allow him to rule her heart...?
Reckless In Love: The Maverick Billionaires, Book 2
The Doctor Who Made Her Love Again
The Doctor Who Made Her Love Again / the Maverick Who Ruled Her Heart
Highland Doc's Christmas Rescue
Cornerstone of Love
The Maverick Paradox: The Secret Power Behind Successful Leaders
Virginia financier Julian McCaid has put his troubled past behind him. His plans for the future don't include Audrey Sheridan, the extraordinary frontier woman he met just once. But it's because of her that he's come to the Dakota Territory to investigate problems at his ranch. And it's all the more surprising when he discovers she isn't the
innocent he believed. Now nothing but her complete surrender will purge her from his soul. If it weren't for the children she cares for in her makeshift orphanage, Audrey would have left Defiance long ago. Now the sheriff is blackmailing her to distract the man who might derail his corrupt schemes - a man who can offer Audrey not just
protection, but a passion bold enough to make them claim their place in this harsh and beautiful land... Note: This story was originally published by Zebra Books. Reading Order for The Men of Defiance Series: #1 RACHEL AND THE HIRED GUN #2 AUDREY AND THE MAVERICK #3 LEAH AND THE BOUNTY HUNTER #4 LOGAN'S OUTLAW #5 AGNES
AND THE RENEGADE
His surprise Christmas promise Dr. Ellen Cox goes to South America to break the shackles of her confined life. But she never imagined replacing them with bonds of desire for her new hotshot boss—Chance Freeman! Guarded Chance, although sorely tempted, tries to keep Ellen at a distance—and when the dangers of their jobs are ramped up,
he sends her home to safety. Then he realizes his mistake and heads for snowy New York, determined to win Ellen with a very special Christmas proposal!
The first woman to own a seat on the New York Stock Exchange talks about her early introduction to Wall Street, her five years as Superintendent of Banking, and her experiences as a pro-choice Republican Senatorial candidate.
She was hired to rebuild his reputation… But will this doc be too hot to handle? After successfully fighting a year-long lawsuit, handsome, rebellious surgeon Rex Maxwell is ready to get back on top of his game! So when buttoned-up but beautiful PR exec Tiffani Romano insists on making him the center of his hospital’s campaign, he reluctantly
agrees. And though she tries hard not to let him, Rex is determined to get under her skin…
(Contemporary Romance)
Betting on the Maverick
Secrets To Lasting Love
A Daddy Sent by Santa
Married for the Boss's Baby
Harlequin Medical Romance July 2018 - Box Set 1 of 2
Harlequin® Medical Romance brings you a collection of three new titles, available now! Enjoy these stories packed with pulse-racing romance and heart-racing medical drama. This WEDDING themed Harlequin Medical Romance box set includes: #824 WINNING BACK HIS DOCTOR BRIDE The Hollywood Hills Clinic by Tina Beckett Dr. James Rothsberg must decide whether to run again, or fight for Mila Brightman̶the
woman he never stopped loving! #825 WHITE WEDDING FOR A SOUTHERN BELLE Summer Brides by Susan Carlisle Could Ashley Marsh be the only woman to lead ER doc Keifer Bradford from I can't to I do ? #826 WEDDING DATE WITH THE ARMY DOC Summer Brides by Lynne Marshall Charlotte Johnson avoids romance…but when army doc Jackson Hilstead invites her to a wedding, she can't resist!
Ian Chalmers s dream life didn t include becoming the Earl of Hartley or the CEO of Hartley International Shipping, but he obediently accepted the responsibilities when his father and older brother are killed. Duty to the Hartley title and business reputation becomes his all-consuming focus. Ian s world revolves around unending work and doing what s expected of him. Then a nerve-wracking, albeit completely
fascinating, free-spirited female enters his structured life and turns it upside down. Allison Moore is the American constructional engineer hired to direct the repairs on Hartley castle. Despite their instant attraction, Allison doesn t appreciate Ian s high-handed control of everything in his sphere of influence. Still she s determined to placate the vexing master of the castle in order to get the job done, bringing her
another step closer to achieving her life s goal of having a home of her own. Her strategy is complicated then frustrated when Ian s kisses prove so delicious her treacherous heart undermines her immunity to his charm. With the project almost complete and their sizzling interlude ending, Ian and Allison must decide what they want most in life. Is it possible they ve each been laboring towards the wrong goals? Could
what they have with each other be the cornerstone of true love?
All successful leaders have a secret power - where's yours? When leadership becomes a byword for control, and trust is outdated - how should YOU respond? 'Believe nothing, test everything'. This is the war cry of the maverick. This scream, an essential cornerstone of the maverick mindset. Leadership and maverick expert Judith Germain provides the blueprint to becoming a successful leader. - Discover the 5 maverick
attributes all 'natural leaders' possess - Master the 8 maverick capabilities that all successful leaders demonstrate - Extend your influence by utilising the 3 key power bases - Become a transformational leader by deploying the Maverick DRIVEN Leadership(TM) Methodology 'Judith is one of those rare people who actually knows what she's talking about. She provides results based on good research and a professional
approach'. Peter Clayton, author of 'Body Language at Work' and body language consultant for the BBC and ITV
As a model, Mallory Andrews good looks had worked for her for years, but now she s determined to prove she s a talented historical interior designer. To do that she must remain unwavering in her focus regarding her current project, the restoration of a historical English manor house turned hotel. The problem is, she keeps getting sidetracked by the handsome and charming grandson of the owner. Renowned hotel
magnate and business consultant, Evan Townsend is retained by the board of his estranged grandmother s company to make recommendations regarding the failing hotel that could put his grandmother into bankruptcy. His first chore is to terminate the work Mallory is doing. She launches a campaign to prove the changes she has made and others she has planned will benefit his grandmother s financial bottom line.
Evan s mounting attraction to the beautiful and clever Mallory has him reconsidering his stance on her present work, yet he remains resistant to her requests not to sell the hotel so her work can continue. If only he could be as unaffected by her kisses. Both fear the other is using the sexual magnetism between them to get what they want. Can Mallory and Evan design a way to break through the walls of half-truths and
what-ifs to build a lifetime of love?
Medical Duo
Harlequin Medical Romance November 2019 - Box Set 1 of 2
Heart of Mississippi
Harlequin Medical Romance December 2016 - Box Set 1 of 2
The Doctor's Sleigh Bell Proposal
The Maverick Who Ruled Her Heart

Harlequin Medical Romance brings you a collection of three new titles, available now! Enjoy these stories packed with pulse-racing romance and heart-racing medical drama. This Harlequin Medical Romance box set includes: THE SHEIKH DOC’S MARRIAGE BARGAIN by Susan Carlisle Sheikh Tariq is determined to protect Dr. Laurel from the scandal of her presence in his palace—with a
very convenient proposal! MENDING THE SINGLE DAD’S HEART by Susanne Hampton Is dashing single dad Dr. Harrison Wainwright the man that independent locum doc Jessica Ayers never knew she needed? RESCUED BY HER RIVAL by Amalie Berlin A wildfire forces elite firefighters Lauren and Beck to work together, but it’s their flaming attraction they’re desperately trying to
extinguish.
Harlequin Medical Romance brings you a collection of three new titles, available now! Enjoy these stories packed with pulse-racing romance and heart-racing medical drama. This Harlequin Medical Romance box set includes: THE BABY THEY LONGED FOR by Marion Lennox For obstetrician Addie and surgeon Noah, one intense day working together leads to one magical night—and a
miracle neither believed possible. THE SINGLE DAD’S PROPOSAL Single Dad Docs by Karin Baine The special care his daughter needs hasn’t left much room for romance for surgeon Rafael. Could childcare specialist Summer change that? NURSE TO FOREVER MOM Single Dad Docs by Susan Carlisle Vibrant temp nurse Stacey Ryder slips past his defenses… But can Dr. Cody Brennan and
his two daughters convince her to stay?
Harlequin Medical Romance brings you a collection of three new titles, available now! Enjoy these stories packed with pulse-racing romance and heart-racing medical drama. This Harlequin Medical Romance box set includes: FIREFIGHTER’S UNEXPECTED FLING First Response by Susan Carlisle When stunning paramedic Sally starts work at hotshot fire captain Ross’s station, their blazing
attraction becomes one fire he doesn’t want to put out! PREGNANT WITH THE PARAMEDIC’S BABY First Response by Amy Ruttan One stormy night awakened dormant passion in them both! Now Dr. Sandra Fraser is expecting single dad paramedic Kody’s baby… A WEEKEND WITH HER FAKE FIANCƒ by Traci Douglass Lone-wolf paramedic Zac should be the last man midwife Carmen asks
to be her fake fiancé—because there’s nothing fake about their attraction…
When trouble comes knocking… Nutritionist Kelsey Davis has a plan. Leaving Golden Shores—and her past—firmly behind her, she's ready for a new job, a fresh start and a life led her way! That is, until Dr. Jordon King arrives back in town. He doesn't remember her and, worse, he's even more deliciously sexy than ever! Kelsey is falling for Jordon all over again—but once she uncovers the
truth that links Jordon to their painful past, can she still allow him to rule her heart…?
Nurse to Forever Mom
The Sheikh Doc's Marriage Bargain
Redeeming the Rebel Doc
White Christmas for the Single Mom\Playboy on Her Christmas List\The Doctor's Sleigh Bell Proposal
Adventures of a Wall Street Maverick
Harlequin Medical Romance January 2020 - Box Set 2 of 2

Knox defends his own. Space is a deadly business, a truth Knox has experienced first hand. That's why he's so protective of his ship and family. So when pirates plunder an impoverished town--a town that's earned Knox's guarded friendship--he's going to do something about it. Knox knows the pillagers will be back for more, so his town needs protection from any and all pirates, for years to come. Only one way
to do that. His friends need shields to keep their town and children safe, and Knox will get those shields. Even if he has to steal them. Knox devises a carefully crafted plan and hires the perfect crew. He’ll “borrow” from Caravan Suppliers—the Goliath of space shipping—a company that can afford to lose an expensive shield generator. No one will know he was there. Unfortunately, no plan survives contact
with the enemy. But Caravan Suppliers has a dirty slave habit, and they’ll kill to it keep secret. When Knox stumbles onto it, he endangers his crew and his family. Will this operation cost Knox more than he’s willing to pay? From debut author Marjorie King, Maverick Gambit is the first book in the Maverick Universe. With a layered galaxy full of rich characters and thrilling heists, it’s perfect for fans of JN
Chaney and Timothy Zahn. Scroll up and get your copy today!
A brutal sexual assault by her employer leads to one woman's unexpected journey to shape the fate of a generation.
Subaltern studies, the study of non-elite or underrepresented people, have revolutionized the writing of Middle Eastern history. Subversives and Mavericks in the Muslim Mediterranean represents the next step in this transformation. The book explores the lives of eleven nonconformists who became agents of political and social change, actively organizing new forms of resistance—against either colonial
European regimes or the traditional societies in which they lived—that disrupted the status quo, in some cases, with dramatic results. These case studies highlight cross-border connections in the Mediterranean world, exploring how these channels were navigated. Chapters in the book examine the lives of subversives and mavericks, such as Tawhida ben Shaykh, the first Arab woman to receive a medical degree;
Mokhtar al-Ayari, a radical Tunisian labor leader; Nazli Hanem, Kmar Bayya, and Khiriya bin Ayyad, three aristocractic women who resisted the patriarchal structures of their societies by organizing and participating in intellectual salons for men and women and advocating social reform; Qaid Najim al-Akhsassi, an ex-slave and military officer, who fought against French and Spanish colonial expansion; and
Boubeker al-Ghandjawi, a nearly illiterate trader who succeeded, though his diverse connections, in establishing important relations between the Moroccan sultan and the representative of the British government. Although based on individual and local perspectives, Subversives and Mavericks in the Muslim Mediterranean reveals new and unrecognized trans-local connections across the Muslim world,
illuminating our understanding of these societies beyond narrow elite circles.
A chance to mend her body… A doc to heal her heart? In this Pups that Make Miracles story, search-and-rescue worker Cassandra Bellow arrives at Heatherglen Clinic injured and reeling from the loss of her faithful rescue dog. But a Christmas romance with the gorgeous clinic manager, Dr. Lyle Sinclair, along with Heatherglen’s adorable therapy dogs, restores Cass’s lust for life. Except soon she must return
to America—unless guarded Lyle asks her to stay… Pups that Make Miracles quartet Book 1 – Highland Doc’s Christmas Rescue Book 2 – Festive Fling with the Single Dad Look out for the next books, coming soon: Book 3 – Making Christmas Special Again Book 4 – Their One-Night Christmas Gift “I absolutely love Ms. Carlisle’s writing style. It’s sublime and every book I’ve read by her has been
captivating, fast-paced, filled with wonderful characters that have kept me entertained from start to finish.... Really, right from the beginning of this story I was completely hooked....” —Harlequin Junkie on The Sheikh Doc's Marriage Bargain “Emotional, well-written and a joy to read, the author gives the reader a front row seat as the heartwarming, slow-burning romance unfolds. I was swept up in the highoctane drama and devoured every word! Overall, the story was cute and romantic with plenty good times to keep me hooked.” —Goodreads on Nurse to Forever Mom
New Year Wedding for the Crown Prince\A Daddy Sent by Santa\Midwife Under the Mistletoe
Harlequin Medical Romance December 2017 - Box Set 1 of 2
Harlequin Medical Romance November 2018 - Box Set 2 of 2
Simplifying the Complex Sale
The Maverick Selling Method
The Maverick who Ruled Her Heart
Harlequin Medical Romance brings you a collection of three new titles, available now! Enjoy these stories packed with pulse-racing romance and heart-racing medical drama. This Harlequin Medical Romance box set includes: NEW YEAR WEDDING FOR THE CROWN PRINCE by Meredith Webber For Crown Prince Charles and Dr. Jo Wainwright,
being stranded together this Christmas leads to a magical connection and an unexpected proposal… A DADDY SENT BY SANTA by Susan Carlisle Single mom nurse Lauren Wilson never expected big-city doc Paxton Samuels to stay in her Oklahoma town, but dare she wish for a family this Christmas? MIDWIFE UNDER THE MISTLETOE by Karin
Baine GP Fraser McColl longs for a family, and when he’s thrown together with gorgeous midwife Iona to care for two children, he’s tempted to believe in miracles…
After hours… To medical transcriber Cynthia Markum, Dr. Sean Donovan is just a voice—a deliciously sexy one—in her earpiece…until he asks to meet in person. She’s nervous and excited, but it’s crazy to have feelings for a man she’s never laid eyes on, right? Besides, he’s her employer! Stunning Cynthia couldn’t be further from the woman
Sean imagined her to be, and their attraction is mutual and instantaneous. Neither are ready for a relationship, but from the moment their lips meet there’s just no going back…
The Maverick Method is a powerful and unique selling method that provides the complete picture of how complex sales work. The Method has been researched, developed and practiced over a twenty-year period. We have studied and modeled over one hundred of the most successful salespeople. Unlike other selling methods the Maverick
Method has been proven by salespeople on the front lines of the most difficult selling environments imaginable. The Mavericks that we have modeled have been able to create new markets, dominate their market segments and marginalize their competitors. What you will learn from the Maverick Selling Method: How a complex sale really
works How to control the buying process How to customize your selling process for your unique product How to set and change the rules that will justify the buying decision How to marginalize any competitor How to close the deal in a predictable manner before your competitor even knows they have lost What Mavericks do differently How you
can become a Maverick
Gary Smalley is one of the world's foremost speakers and experts on love and relationships. His gift for helping couples create more meaningful communication and deeper understanding so that they can establish an unwavering bond is the inspiration behind Secrets to Lasting Love, the culmination of Smalley's decades of work. In it he
outlines the three essential skills that move couples to the highest levels of intimacy: Respect your spouse for all of his or her individual qualities and differences from you. Communicate with each other in a way that moves conversations into deeper realms of understanding. Renew and recharge your spouse emotionally, mentally, physically,
and spiritually -- constantly. It is not easy to recognize and then apply these skills. But Secrets to Lasting Love shows everyone how to do just that, so they can reach what Smalley calls the fifth, or ultimate, level of intimacy -- where there's a marital bond strong enough to withstand the inevitable highs and lows of life. With Gary Smalley, you
will have the tools to create a heightened sense of commitment that will allow you to reach your spouse's heart and spirit.
Audrey and the Maverick
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